DATE: October 31, 2014

TO: Chancellors and President’s Staff

FROM: Pat Gamble, President

RE: Emergency Travel Restriction - Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone

Per our discussions, until further notice University of Alaska (UA) students, volunteers, and employees, and anyone authorized to travel at UA expense, are prohibited from traveling for University of Alaska study, research or business to the following countries, which are under **CDC warning level 3**: Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone.

If such travel is necessary for University study, research or business, it must be approved through the appropriate university Chancellor and the UA Chief Risk Officer.

For more information on CDC warning notices see [http://wwwn.cdc.gov/travel/notices](http://wwwn.cdc.gov/travel/notices)

Please take immediate steps to implement this restriction.
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Attachment (Promulgated Emergency Travel Regulation)

cc: UA Chief Risk Officer Nancy Spink
    UA General Counsel